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Challenges in evaluating costs
of known lattice attacks

sntrup761 evaluations from
“NTRU Prime: round 2” Table 2:

D. J. Bernstein

Ignoring hybrid attacks:
368 185 enum, free memory cost
368 185 enum, real memory cost
153 139 sieving, free memory cost
208 208 sieving, real memory cost

Textbook algorithm design:
1. Write down algorithm A.
2. Prove algorithm costs C.
3. Repeat, trying to minimize C.
Usual situation for hard problems:
No proof of min C for known A.
Even worse for lattice attacks:
Claims of min C for known A are
piles of poorly justified guesses.

Including
230 169
277 169
153 139
208 180
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enum, free memory cost
enum, real memory cost
sieving, free memory cost
sieving, real memory cost

Security levels:
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